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Man's Complete History
By George A. Dorsey

George A. Dorsey

THE exact spot where Man was born is not known.

There are two versions as to the date of his birth.

One-—the Mosaic, as interpreted in 1654 by Bishop

John Lightfoot—says that "Man was created by the

Trinity on October

23, 4004 B. C, al

nine o'clock in the

mornin g." The

other—the Book of

Nature — estimates

Man's birth at 80,-

000,000 B. C.

Moses wrote the

Book of Genesis
about 1500 B. C
God began the Book

of Nature at the

Beginning of Eter-

nity; it will be fin-

ished at the End.

Man at first was

so small he could

play hide-and-seek

in a needle's eye.

His name was Bac-

terium. He was
the only living thing. Land and 6ea were not yet fit

for other life—there was no food to live on. It was

Bacterium's job to make the world fit. For eons he

plugged away, turning rock into soil.

The little Algae, half-brothers to Bacterium, helped

mightily, turning sunshine into food.

The pyramid of life had begun.

Other chemical elements were taken up into the little

bodies. More millions of years and inconceivable labor.

Real protoplasm came to be.

Meanwhile the earth had doubled in size and was

now fit to live on. Man was now a real cell. He could

move about, could multiply. He could make more

protoplasm—living matter, food.

We think we work. In five years one pair of one-

celled organisms could produce 10,000 food-balls, each

the size of this earth.

Even then Man was a better engine than he has ever

made; he could stoke, repair, adjust, increase and pre-

serve himself. He was more wonderful than the sun-

—

the sun cannot reproduce itself. Man could, even when

he was only one-cell big—and at that so small that

billions of him could hide in a thimble.

Many cells organized to make a body. This could dis-

tribute its work, save up for a rainy day; part could

rest while other parts worked. An epoch-making step.

Marvelous progress from now on. Tryings on of

many bodies. Tryings out of new foods, new ways to

get food, new safety devices, new ways to avoid death.

Innumerable failures. But, in general, progress.

From round—like a Jellyfish—Man became long

—

like a Worm. He could tell right from left now, and

his head from his tail. A big step—especially when he

sprouted legs. He could go on journeys. He had blood

cells to get oxygen. Muscles. Ali-

mentary canal. Eyes to see with.

Another epoch—about twenty mill-

ion years ago: Man became a Fish.

Jaws, gills, fins, scales. He began

to grow a skeleton—at first a mere

gristle shell to protect his tiny brain.

His skull today has not forgotten its

origin.

Then Man started for dry land.

Developed lungs. Changed fins into

fingers and toes. A great step for-

ward. His name was Amphibian.
He liked himself so well he sang a

song, the first vocal music this earth

ever heard. Even today Mrs. Frog
;annot find her mate unless he croaks.

Man learned to love the sun: he
became a Reptile. Ten million

years ago. He had a big brain, a

four-chambered heart, warm blood.

He could breathe through his shell.

Man lost part of his family here,

certain Reptiles took to the air and
became Birds. Not Man himself.

He stayed on the ground and per-

fected an incubator for his eggs and
built it inside his body so he could
carry it with him. He developed

milk and called himself Mammal.
He tried out several types of bodies,

kinds of teeth, and methods of loco-

motion.

But the Eagle had a more perfect

body, keener vision, and better cir-

culation; it could travel faster and
instead of coarse hair had fine feath-

ers. Man decided he would fly. His
body was too heavy; he could only

carry it to the tree-tops. He decided

to stay there and be a Primate.

Man now had the time of his life.

But he was top-heavy; he had more
brains than he could use in a tree.

So he climbed down, lett off his tail,

began to straighten up, and change

his name to ape. That was two or

three million years ago.

He shortened his arms, lengthened his legs, straight-

ened up, balanced hi6 head; became Man. That was

probably one million years ago.

(Another article by Dr. Dorsqy in next issue of Evolution)

Our Pedicree
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Man and Nature
By Alexander Goldenweiser

Alexander Goldenweiser

SOME two generations ago Huxley startled the world

by his little masterpiece, "Man's Place in Nature."

What was heresy then, has since become a commonplace,

except, perhaps, in Tennessee.

Now, Huxley as a

biologist was pri-

marily interested in

the relation between

man physical and

the higher animals,

especially the an-

thropoid apes. We
need not accept this

limitation. Our

topic then will be

man's place in na-

ture viewed from

the standpoints of

physics, chemistry,

biology and psy-

chology.

Man, first of all,

is a thing, a physi-

cal object subject to

physical world and

laws that control it.

Man has weight,

volume, size. His body has a certain temperature. It

expands in heat, contracts from cold. The muscles of

the body exert certain pulls on the bones, the bones

themselves articulate with each other like the parts of a

machine. When a man falls from a rock into a precipice,

he falls like a stone falls in strict conformity to the law

of falling bodies. Whatever else man may be, then, he

is first a physical object.

But beyond this man is also a chemical composite, a

highly complex one. Not only are the different com-

ponents of the body-—the blood, bones, glands, bile,

urine—expressible in chemical forms, but the function-

ing of the organism consists largely of chemical proc-

esses, such as breathing, digestion, vision, cell metabo-

lism. The body of man is like a huge laboratory in which

chemical substances are constantly being formed and

destroyed. So, man is a chemical composite.

But man is more than this: he is a living organism.

Like plants and animals, he has life. In common with

plants, he is composed of living cells, he originates from

a cell, he grows transforming organic and inorganic sub-

stances into constituent parts of his own body, he ages

and he dies. In many ways, man is like a plant.

Beyond this, he is even more like an animal. He is

born from the parent organism after a protracted em-

bryonic period spent inside the maternal body, as is

the case with many animals. Like all animals, he has

the power of spontaneous motion. Like all animals, he

has certain instincts—more complicated native disposi-

tions than are the reflexes or tropisms of plants—which

guide him in the quest fur food or sex and in avoiding

dangers. Like all higher animals, man has sense organs

which facilitate his orientation in the world about him.

Like all vertebrates he has a spinal column around which

his skeleton is built. And, like all higher animals, he

has a nervous system and brain which make his reactions

to external and internal stimuli much more accurate and

effective and versatile than they could otherwise be.

Man, moreover, is a mammal; he brings live offspring

into the world, as do tigers, lions, elephants, whales,

horses, dogs and pigs. The young are fed at the mother's

breasts as among all the mammals.

Man, finally, is like a monkey and especially like an

anthropoid ape. His skeleton, the formation of his skull

and of the external sense organs on the head, are more

like those of monkeys and apes than they are like those

of other animals. The monkeys and apes, moreover, ap-

proximate man in their psychological faculties; they

have hands with which they can manipulate things with

great agility. The anthropoid apes, moreover—the

gorilla, orang-utang, chimpanzee, gibbon—have a rela-

tively large brain; not as large or heavy as that of man,

either absolutely or relatively to the size and weight

of the body, but larger and heavier than the brain of

most other animals with some exceptions which we need

not here consider.

Man, then, is like a physical object, like a chemical

composite, like a plant, like an animal, like a vertebrate,

a mammal, a monkey, an anthropoid. Anyone who

would examine nature with an open mind and discover

man in nature so like many other things and creatures,

would conclude that man belongs to nature, that he is

part of nature, made of the same stuff and possessing

the same properties. This man would be right. He

would, moreover, express not a theory but a fact, the

fact that Man and Nature are. basically one.

But there may be other facts which this man, observ-

ing and judging as he did, may have overlooked. In the

succeeding articles of this series
—"Episodes from the

History of Evolution":

—

I. How Darwin and Wallace discovered Evolution

II. The Spencer-Weissmann Controversy

III. Huxley and the English Bishops

IV. Ernst Haeckel reconstructs the History of Man

V. Haeckel gets into Difficulties

VI. Osborn traces the Ancestry of the Horse

VII. De Vries supplements Darwin

VIII. Morgan brings Evolution Up-To-Date

IX. Are Acquired Characters Inherited

X. Were Our Ancestors Pygmies

XL Evolution and Race

XII. The Facts of Evolution

I shall consider in greater detail on what facts is based

the scientific conviction that man is part of nature as

well as on what facts is based the equally scientific con-

viction that man stands unique in nature.

(Dr. GoUeniveiser's second article will appear in next issue)
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Is Evolution A Guess?
By Harry Hibschman

ANTI-EVOLUTIONISTS and Fundamentalists are so

persistent in contending that evolution is not a fact

but a mere hypothesis, theory, or guess, that it seems

worth the time and effort to point out the fallacies in

their arguments and to note the conclusions of eminent

scientists themselves regarding this subject.

The foes of evolution err wilfully or ignorantly in

three respects:

First, they fail to distinguish between the fact of

evolution and the explanation of evolution. The scien-

tist accepts as scientifically established the conclusion

that present existing forms of life, including man, have

been derived by a natural process from earlier, simpler

and lower forms that themselves came from distant

inorganic aggregates. As to how this happened, there

are various views of theories. Regarding them there is

great difference of opinion. But a rejection of a given

theory of evolution, or of all present theories, is not a

denial of evolution itself. Evolution as a fact has been

proven. The theory of how it operates is something

quite different.

Confuse Darwinism and Evolution

Second, they confuse Darwinism and evolution and

speak as if the two meant the same thing. Darwin

brought together in logical and decisive form the evi-

dence of the fact of evolution, and his conclusions on

that point have been accepted as sound. At the same

time he undertook to explain the process of evolution,

suggesting that it took place through natural selection

and the survival of the fittest. This is Darwinism

—

Darwin's theory regarding the way of evolution. It may
be totally wrong. Many who accept the conclusions of

Lamarck or De Vries think it is at least inadequate.

But it does not follow that if Darwin's particular theory

as to the manner of evolution is rejected, the concep-

tion of evolution itself is rejected or even attacked.

A simple illustration will serve to clarify the distinc-

tion. Suppose that John Doe and Richard Roe are walk-

ing down the street one morning and come to the still

smoking debris of a school building that burned down

during the night. They examine the ruins and try to

determine how the fire originated. John Doe, finding

some rags soaked with kerosene, says it was set on

fire; but Richard Roe concludes that it was struck by

lightning. They may both be mistaken, but that does

not alter the fact that the building has gone up in fire

and smoke. Its destruction is a fact. What John Doe

and Richard Roe think regarding the origin of the fire

which destroyed it is theory. The former is indubitably

true, though the latter may be false. And so it is with

evolution and Darwinism. The former is a fact, the lat-

ter its attempted explanation.

Change Hypothesis to Guess

Third, they take the scientist's word "hypothesis,"

convert "hypothesis" into "theory" and "theory" into

"guess" and then proclaim without shame of their

Harry Hibschman

intellectual dishonesty that evolution is nothing but a

guess.

The Standard
Dictionary defines

"hypothesis" as "a

state of things as-

sumed as a basis of

reasoning, experi-

ment or investiga-

tion"; and also as

"loosely and gen-

erally, an unsup-

ported or ill-sup-

ported t h e o r y."

Now it may be pos-

sible for a theolog-

ian to use the word

"loosely" in the sec-

ond sense, but cer-

t a i n 1 y a scientist

never uses it in such

a way.

Obviously the hy-

pothesis of the

scientist is something vastly different from the guess of

the layman. It is a reasoned conclusion, based on a

comprehensive grasp of scientific facts and laws in the

field of knowledge, in which he ventures to formulate it.

A child guesses in which hand its playmate hides a

lolly-pop. A scientist finds a new gas on the sun, and

he works on the hypothesis that the same gas must exist

on the earth. As a result we fill a bag with helium and

fly across the continent.

But after all, the best way to settle the question whether

evolution is a mere guess or not is to turn to the words

of the scientists themselves. They, of all men, can

speak with authority on this subject; and their attitude

was made a matter of record in a statement adopted in

December, 1922, by the council of the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science, which has a

membership of over fourteen thousand—surely worthy

of credit and respect in this connection as against the

biased misrepresentations of the enemies of science:

"(1) The council of the association affirms that, so

far as the scientific evidences of the evolution of plants

and animals and man are concerned, there is no ground

whatever for the assertion that these evidences constitute

a "mere guess." No scientific generalization is more

strongly supported by thoroughly tested evidences than

is that of organic evolution.

(2) The council of the association affirms that the

evidences in favor of the evolution of man are suffi-

cient to convince every scientist of note in the world,

and that these evidences are increasing in number and

importance every year." ,
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Meaning of Evolution
By David Starr Jordan

THE general theory of evolution is simple enough.

All material objects change with time and space,

and these changes are not random but due to definite

causes, meanwhile as a whole and in detail following an

orderly system.

We have no data on which we can assume that an

orderly universe such as ours could exist without an

Ordainer. Nor does our mental make-up react favor-

ably to the idea. But of the Infinite Intelligence or Su-

preme Force different men in different ages have had

endless diverging conceptions. A "Creator", to use a

very insufficient human word, must certainly be as broad

as his works. Infinite traits cannot be expressed in our

very finite language, nor can they be understood by our

very finite human brain. Hence our duties, towards one

another and towards ourselves, which we agree are also

our duties towards the Infinite, press upon us more ac-

tively and actually than conceptions of Theology, which

is the science of what no one knows, nor ever can know

in any detail.

Actual students in Evolution are now divisible into

three schools, observers, experimenters and philosophers.

Essence of Darwinism

The school of observers, with Darwin, depends on

what one may see all around him. Darwin himself de-

voted thirty years to the study of the divergence of spe-

cies and to the accumulation of all facts which bore on the

question. From this source comes, as I have already indi-

cated, the strongest of all lines of argument, the cumula-

tive. The same truth comes up from every quarter, with

nowhere a fact which stands in opposition. The essence

of Darwinism is that in running the great gauntlet of

life, those individuals, men, animals or plants, which

proved themselves enduring and adaptable have survived

and have left descendents, who inherit more or less per-

fectly the same traits. Those weak or inadaptable (with

many others) perish along the way, and a degree of com-

petition is thus kept up which is the chief moving force

of progress. The inherent factors, heredity and variation.

keep up a slowly diverging series: no two individuals are

ever quite alike, and none diverges very far from its

immediate ancestral possibilities.

The whole world, furthermore, is beset by barriers

of one sort or another, mountains, seas, climate, food,

which break up the mass. In the shelter of a barrier,

and under new conditions, new species are moulded,

and we do not know of any species which may conceiv-

ably have been established in any other way. The for-

mation of races of men, of dialects of speech, of all col-

lective changes of whatever sort, depend on barriers

limiting migration.

The school of experimenters work largely in the green-

house or breeding pen, without as it seems to me. any

adequate field of study. Some of them speak of Darwin

as a back number. They lay less stress than I think

they should on selection and heredity, finding in "muta-

tions" or sudden changes, the chief clue to the origin of

species. It is certain that remarkable variations or freaks

sometimes arise, and these may often be preserved by

heredity. Such variants constitute the basis for the art

of selective breeding and their scientific study (genetics)

is of the greatest value, but they have little or no place

in the actual formation of species. And in no import-

ant respect have the charts now in line of completion di-

verged far from the lines laid down by the master,

Darwin.

Man's Place in Nature Secure

That "Man's Place is in Nature" is so well supported as

to leave room for no other inference. Man has certainly

arisen by slow degrees from an early mammalian stock.

Not from any of the existing types of man-like or an-

thropoid apes, still less from either of the two very

different groups called monkeys. But it is known with

reasonable certainty that the earliest man and the earli-

est anthropoids have had a common origin. Many of the

various skeletons recently found in different parts of the

world show traits peculiar to man as well as to apes.

In regard to the exact origin of man details are still

uncertain. This fact gives rise to sharp differences of

opinion. The earlier idea is that some extinct ally of

the chimpanzee, apparently an arboreal or tree-inhabit-

ing anthropoid, was ancestral to man. But it may be

that man was primarily nomadic, erect in posture, living

on the ground, climbing trees when necessary by hug-

ging them; and that his families were held together by

common speech or by the prolonged infancy of the

young.

While the theory of Organic Evolution is not primarily

concerned with man, and questions of his primal an-

cestry do not affect the main problem—yet man's place

in nature remains the same, whatever view we may take

as to his actual but still imperfectly known ancestors.

In our records of the life of to-day and that of geologic

history we find evidence of constant divergence, com-

parable by analogy to the spreading of the limbs of a

tree. Each type shows a constant forward movement

—

upward or downward—along its own line and never re-

turning. In looking for "missing links," we must go

back in mind to find the common stock which preceded

divergence. The link between man and apes is not a

man-ape nor an ape-man, but some less specialized type

which lay behind them both. The nearest approach to

it thus far discovered is the Pithecanthropus, but this

Java Ape-man is not likely our ancestor, for our lineage

is older than he.

No Conflict with Noblest Conception

To men of knowledge and honesty there can surely

be no permanent conflict between a widening knowledge

of the universe, the details of its nature and range, and

the noblest conception of man's duty towards his fellow

man and himself. The more we know of life and of

the world the more surely can we "walk the Earth's

crust in adoration," and the more kindly our relation

to our fellow beings.
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The final decision as to all facts and theories of Organic

Evolution must rest finally with experts in Biology.

But all branches of science as well as all humanistic

studies are already affected and vitalized by it. For

it has become plain that no array of knowledge and no

line of thought can fail to consider it, and to be in-

fluenced by its methods. For behind every phenomenon

lies a cause and a history, and to know anything well de-

mands a study of causes and effect and of the details

of how it came about. Nothing static exists and to

know a thing only as it is is to miss a large part of

real understanding. By force of its necessary effective-

ness in the pursuit of wisdom, the "method of Darwin"

comes each year to occupy a larger and larger part in

all phases of human thought.

The Origin of Land Vertebrates
By Maynard Shipley

THE geological record shows that there was a very long

period of time—millions of years—during which

there was not a land animal on earth, excepting spiders,

scorpions, centipedes, millipedes, molluscs, crustaceans,

worms, and insects. In other words, backboned animals

(Vertebrates) inhabited the waters only. (But even the

earliest fish possessed, not a true backbone, but only a

cartilaginous rod, which later became a truly bony ver-

tebral column.) During an enormous period of the

earth's history, then, there were no animals on the earth

which possessed lungs, or limbs of bone and flesh.

The earliest fossil remains of vertebrate land animals

belong to the period known as the Devonian, the sedi-

ments of which were deposited not later than some

twenty million years ago. These earliest land forms

would, naturally, belong to the Amphibia; for, if evolu-

tion is a fact, they would necessarily be derived from

some group of fishes.

How Lungs Evolved

In order that a land vertebrate should evolve from a

fish, the earliest terrestrial inhabitant would have to de-

velop four limbs for land locomotion, and lungs to sup-

ply the body with oxygen. Its eggs might continue to

be laid in the water—as is the case with the frogs of

today. The earliest land vertebrate would naturally be

amphibious, living part of the time in the water and

part of the time on land. But lungs and limbs do not

arise by magic. The lungs of the earliest Amphibians,

as also their limbs, were unquestionably derived from

some pre-existing organs. Every organ in the body of

any animal has some genetic relationship to some older

structure in some lower form. Whence, then, lungs?

We should surmise, even know, on the evolutionary

theory, that there existed in early Devonian time—in the

closing epoch of which occurs the oldest known foot-

print of a land vertebrate (viz., Thinopus antiquus)—
a group of swamp-inhabiting fishes which supplemented

their gill-breathing by air-breathing. And the Devonian

strata afford abundant proofs of the correctness of this

very logical inference. It can be shown just how the

lungs of the Amphibia were derived directly from the

air-bladder (or "swimming-bladder") of a gill-and-lung-

breathing fish of the early Devonian period.

The fact that there is, in most Fishes, a connection-tube

between the air-bladder, the oesophagus (or pharynx),

and the mouth, through which air is inhaled and ex-

haled, leads, in certain cases, to very important results

—

apart from the ordinary function of the swimming-

bladder as an organ used to facilitate rising and sinking

in the water. The inhalation of air served to feed the

arteries of the walls of the swimming-bladder with oxy-

gen, this organ, in certain groups, serving as a substitute

for the gills in times when stagnant water was poisoned

with an excess of carbonic acid, arising from decaying

vegetable or animal matter in more or less putrid pools.

It was observed by Semon, in Australia, that the lung-

fish Neoceratodus fosteri was able to survive in a par-

tially dried-up water-hole so foul that it was full of

dead fish of the ordinary kinds—fish wholly dependent

upon gill-breathing. Another genus of lung-fish, of

which three species are found in Africa, is able to

breathe air still more largely by means of the air-bladder

—the sole breathing organ during the dry season.

In both Protopterus of Africa and Lepidosiren of

South America, the swimming-bladder is bilobed, or

double, and the walls are developed into pockets, or sac-

culi, exactly like the lungs of land vertebrates. The en-

tire arrangement of the pulmonary veins and arteries, and

of the vascular system in general, is very similar to that

of the Amphibia, including the structure of the heart.

Even the brain of the African Dipneans resembles that

of the Amphibia. The larva of these fish is very much
like the tadpole of the frog. Fossil remains of two dis-

tinct groups of lung-breathers are abundant in Devonian

strata—sediments laid down at a time when the earth's

crust was characterized by successive elevations and de-

pressions of land surfaces.

Origin of Legs and Arms
As to the origin of limbs, we must look for their be-

ginnings in the fins of the early Devonian fishes. For-

tunately, we have a striking fossil example of a fin in the

process of being transformed into a forelimb. Examin-

ation of a Devonian fossil fish known as Sauripterus

laylori reveals a central hand-like lobe-fin of cartilagin-

ous rods surrounded by a fringe of paddle-like dermal

rays. The dropping of this fringe—a modification of

the skin—would leave a cartilaginous arm and hand-like

structure, already divided into a humerus, radius, ulna,

wrist, and several fingers. The shoulder-girdle of this

transition type of fish is homologous with that of an

Amphibian, part for part—clavicle, supraclavicle, sca-

pula, coracoid.

Here, then, we furnish the anti-evolutionist with con-

crete "links" which are not "missing"!
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Man: A Walking Museum of Antiquities
By Bernhard J. Stern

CHARLES DARWIN once aptly remarked that man

can scarcely sneer at the theory of evolution with-

out showing under his upturned lip the canine teeth

that proclaim his anthropoid relationship. The long

canine is considerably abbreviated in man as compared

to the gorilla but it is there none the less, indicating his

descent. One can acquire wisdom concerning evolu-

tion also from man's "wisdom teeth," which are largest

among the molars in the gorilla, but which in man
offer little or no assistance in mastication. They are

"vestiges." relics of man's previous biological form,

museum specimens which persist in appearing in mod-

ern man.

There are about a hundred of such "vestiges" in the

human body, which prove man's affinity with the lower

animals; we shall consider only the most obvious of

them. Do you remember when you were young, your

envy of the boy who could excel in wiggling his ears

and how you were spurred to attain some success in

such an achievement yourself? You were only mak-

ing use of the muscles of the external ear, which quadru-

peds needed to enable them to move their ears to catch

sounds. Man can revolve his head in the direction of

the sounds but the muscles of the ear remain in a

dwindled condition. Similarly, some of us have seen in

circus side shows men who can voluntarily move any

part of their skin, and all of us can raise our eyebrows

and wrinkle our foreheads. Among our animal ances-

tors this twitching of the skin was instrumental in rid-

ding them of pestiferous insects.

Gorilla.

TAIL BONES *

But where is man's tail, asks the anti-evolutionist?

The tail is lacking in man as it is among the anthropoids,

but rudimentary tail bones remain as part of man's

vertebral column, and very often the tail muscles per-

sist in a dwindled condition. Therein lies another tale

of man's ancestry. And where is the hairy coat of the

'Illustrations for this article taken from Newman'i
iu Evolution, after Romanes.

I!. ;l,[l II _ -

ape? It is represented by

the short hairs over the

body surface of man, at

whose roots are func-

tionless muscles similar

to those which elevate the

hairs of the ape. The

conformation of the hair

on man's arms is exactly

like that on the arms of

the ape, where it serves

to protect the animal

P' from rain as it sleeps with

j) its hands folded over its

head. The collateral re-

lationship of the ape

and man is thus strikingly

brought out.

That extremely com-

plicated mechanism, the

human eye, cannot be explained except in terms of its

evolutionary development. One of the most interest-

ing "vestiges" in the human body is the crescent-shaped

fold in the inner cor-

ner of the eye, which

now serves no purpose.

^^ Among the sharks and

other of our fish an-

c e s t o r s, this semi-

transparent membrane
functioned as a third

inner eye-lid by sweep-

ing rapidly over the

external surface of the eye, perhaps in order to keep

the surface clean.

No matter what shape the ears of some men may be

they do not approximate the elongated ears of the lower

apes, which end in a point. But though the shape and

size of man's ears have changed, the tip of the ape'6

ear is very often represented in the inner fold of the

margin of the human ear by what is known as "Dar-

win's point." He characterized it

as "a surviving symbol of the

stirring times and dangerous days

of man's animal youth."

These vestigial organs in the

human body, which make man a

walking museum of antiquities,

have been compared to the un-

sounded and therefore function-

less letters in words, such as the

o in "leopard," the b in "doubt"

and the g in "reign." These letters

are now of no use, but we learn from them the history

of the words. So too, do the vestigial structures reveal

man's biological evolutionary history.

/<i/>/r'

Darn-ins, Point
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NEITHER HIGHBROW NOR
LOWBROW

Evolution is not printed for the

edification of specialists in science.

Plenty of professional journals for

that purpose.

Neither does it propose to "con-

vert" fundamentalists. It will not

appeal to those that base their opin-

ions upon faith instead of facts.

Evolution is published for the

ordinary mortal that would like to

know "what it's all about."

Heretofore most of our neighbors

haven't bothered their heads much

about natural science and evolution.

But the tremendous agitation to out-

law evolution that the fundamental-

ists are now starting will cause a

great many laymen to want to know

something about it.

So Evolution will be Johnny-on-

the-spot, easy to read and easy to

understand.

At the same time Evolution will

always be strict regarding facts and

will merit the respect and support

of the most eminent men of science.

Straton or Aimee Semple McPher-

son. The people of Arkansas stack

up fairly well with the average in

our U. S. A. What happens there is

a pretty good indication of what will

happen all over the country unless

the facts about natural science are

carried direct to the people.

Evolution offers itself for this

purpose.

ARKANSAS NEXT?

So there's to be a popular referen-

dum on evolution in Arkansas. Fun-

damentalists boast that they already

have over 9,000 of the 12,000 signa-

tures necessary to place the question

on the ballot. They'll quickly get

the rest.

Now don't make the mistake of

cracking jokes of the "Slow Train

Through Arkansas" variety. Ar-

kansas is not the home of John Roach

MAN'S BLOOD COUSIN—THE
GORILLA

As we expected, the front cover of

our first issue, showing Man's Blood

Cousin—The Gorilla, caused com-

ment all over the continent. A few

who would have been glad to ignore

Evolution if we had published a

conventionally polite cover were

aroused to fury by its powerful chal-

lenge, but nearly all the comment

was very favorable.

Perhaps the most thoughtful re-

mark was made by Arthur Brisbane

in his column in the New York

American. Said he:

"Evolution, new magazine, has

on the front page a big gorilla la-

beled "Man's Blood Cousin" . . .

"Nevertheless, the gorilla, although

his blood is marvelously like that of

human beings, is certainly not man's

cousin mentally. If he were, he

would eat other animals as man does

and kill his own kind for glory as

man does."

DANGEROUS DOCTRINE

"Why bother with the beliefs of

the morons? Evolution goes on just

the same."

A comforting view of some pro-

fessors, seemingly secure behind

cloistered walls in their "passionless

pursuit of passionless knowledge."

But very dangerous doctrine.

Even in the good old days it made

a difference what the morons be-

lieved, as many a "witch" could tes-

tify, gently roasting at the stake.

And today said moron is a sover-

eign. He may not be able to stop

evolution, but he'll surely stop the

clock of the evolutionist unless men

of science come out of their monastic

seclusion and make it part of their

business to acquaint their neighbors

with what they have learned about

man and nature.

The columns of Evolution are at

their service.

HE KNOWS, BUT HE WON'T TELL

By Edwin Tenney Brewster

'T'HE Oracle again utters its voice

—

and, as usual, gets things pre-

cisely wrong.

Somebody asks Reverend S. Parkes

Cadman, D. D., the quite reasonable

question, "If mankind developed

from monkeys, as the evolutionists

say ... at what point in the process

did the soul enter into man ... ?"

Dr. Cadman knows, of course; he

just does not want to tell. So he

sidesteps with this:

"Will you give me the name of

any reputable authority who fathers

the assertion that 'mankind developed

from monkeys'...? There is no

excuse for these misrepresentations

wherever a schoolboy's science

primer is handy. It is no wonder

that religion suffers the scorn of the

godless and of secular scholars when

its adherents advance such empty

rhetoric in its defense."

One does not quite know what,

in the bright lexicon of syndicated

misinformation, counts as "a school-

boy's science primer," but if one

may cite school textbooks, there is

Dryer's "High School Geography"

(American Book Company, Part I,

Page 255). "His (man's) structure

indicates descent from ancestors of

apelike habits, living in trees, and on

fruits."

Or if one tries the schoolboy of a

larger growth, there are the two big

volumes of "Human Origins," by

George Grant MacCurdy, Ph. D., of

Yale University (D. Appleton, 1924,

Page 299; Vol. 1). "The modification

of the human frame for the erect

posture could take place only after

an extended period of arboreal life

. . . The apes . . . have never com-

pletely gained erect posture; the

complete break with arboreal life

was successfully made only by the

human precursor ..."

Hence we see, my children, that

we did not, as some ignorant per-

sons suppose, ever have a monkey

for an ancestor. He was, to be sure,

"a creature of apelike habits living

in trees"; and he had "an extended

period of arboreal life." But a mon-

key—certainly not! A whale, per-

haps; or an elephant?
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Marshaling Ignorance
By Jesse Lee Bennett

T^HE intelligent portions of the

outside world have been startled

by the intensity of feeling displayed

by the Fundamentalist forces in

America in their fight against "evo-

lution."

How, they have asked, could such

a phenomenon develop in a coun-

try only one hundred and fifty yeare

away from founders nearly all of

whom were rationalists; in a coun-

try possessing such educational fa-

cilities and such perfection of ways

of intercommunication as was never

before imagined?

The plans of the men of the revo-

lutionary era were clear. They

sought absolute separation of church

and state, and universal literacy

which would prevent the function-

ing of the age-old machinery—po-

litical or ecclesiastical—for the mar-

shaling and exploitation of ignor-

ance.

.ECCLESIASTICISM NOW DOMINATES

When, in the material realm, the

development of the United States

had transcended all hopes; when,

with six per cent, of the population

of the earth, it possessed more than

half the gold and such wealth as

was never before imagined; when its

schools, libraries, newspapers, maga-
zines, motion pictures and radio

bound the common mind of America

together as one unit, the outside

world saw the strange phenomenon
of ecclesiastical domination of legis-

lative bodies.

What is the explanation of this

unexpected development? How has

it been possible to marshal and ex-

ploit ignorance in a nation possessing

universal literacy?

No answer will be offered here

but any satisfactory answer would

cast brilliant new light on the whole

structure of American life.

Jefferson predicted that "the peo-

ple will lose themselves in the sole

faculty of making money." His

prophecy has come true. With
wealth has come luxury and a totally

unjustified sense of enduring and in-

alienable national security and su-

periority. The concentration of this

wealth, moreover, has permitted a

centralized oligarchy to control not

only financial and political power
but all the agencies for reaching the

common mind. It uses these to ob-

scure thought, to standardize, befud-

dle and misdirect.

In the ecclesiastical field it adopts

its old tactics of claiming revealed

dogmatic religion as the sole guar-

dian of security, prosperity, virtue,

the home and all the other instinctive

and unreasoning human hopes and
fears. This new success of eccleei-

asticism must make Jefferson, Frank-

lin, Washington and Tom Paine turn

over in their graves!

Mr. Mencken once declared that

the virulence of the Fundamentalist

movement was due not to any ethical

or aesthetic repugnance to the theory

of evolution—but to the over-com-

pensation of an inferiority complex
awakened because of inability to

understand this theory.

There is somewhere a grain of

soundness in this idea. To under-

stand the theory of evolution the

mind must first of all be open and

it must also have been equipped

with some understanding of the basic

generalizations underlying each of

the natural sciences.

Closes the Mind
Ecclesiasticism of course closes

the mind and prevents any realistic

understanding of scientific generali-

zations of any sort.

Enmity is generally the result of

ignorance and fear. The savage kills

the stranger basically for the same
reason that the ignorant man can

be made to regard evolution as an

enemy of mother, home and heaven.

It is the fear and suspicion of the

unknown, of the strange, of some-

thing making demands on under-

standing not properly equipped.

If there be any validity to these

ideas it must follow that attempts to

popularize the theory of evolution

are at best only palliative measures;

that the basic problem consists in

learning how to gain control of the

centralized machinery for education

and dissemination of facts and ideas

so that this machinery can be used

to enlighten and not merely to enter-

tain and befuddle.

The huge tribe formed by forty-

eight united states differs in size,

not in kind, from the small tribes all

past history has known. The chief
and the medicine man have domi-
nated such tribes for their own pur-
poses. The chiefs and medicine men
are beginning to dominate the huge
American tribe for their own pur-
poses. That large numbers of ig-

norant but literate men can be
brought to elect legislators sworn to

protect Fundamentalism and to pre-

vent the teaching of evolution, that

vast numbers of literate but ignorant

people are obviously incapable of
understanding the theory of evolu-
tion is but one indication of the suc-

cess of these eternal oligarchic as-

pirations.

Only Hope Lies in Scientists
The mere perfecting of devices

for reaching the common mind is not
enough. The manipulation of these

devices must be at least partly con-

trolled by scientists. So long as-

scientists remain immured and blind

to this social responsibility; so long
as they fail to assume their proper
place in the political realm; so long
as they make no conscious and de-

liberate attempts to diffuse to the
great masses of the people the in-

formation of which they are cus-

todians, efforts to popularize evo-

lution or to spread knowledge of
any sort can hope only for minor,
and possibly, ever decreasing effec-

tiveness.

The hope of the future lies with
the scientist. Will he become an ac-

tive instead of a passive force in

our common life? Will he indefi-

nitely permit the marshaling of ig-

norance or will he justify his exist-

ence by assuming his proper place

as the guide of the modern world?

ANOTHER TENNESSEE CASE?
Just as we go to press we learn

that J. H. Tate, principal of the

Farragut school, ten miles from
Knoxville, Tennessee, is under fire

because he gave a definition of evolu-

tion in one of his classes.

The case promises to be interest-

ing since Tate himself is said to be

a fundamentalist, superintendent of

the Sunday School and deacon of the

Grass Valley Baptist Church. But

he seems to be a wee bit open-

minded, so the "leading citizens" of

that burg are after his scalp.
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How Old is the World?
By Allan Strong Broms

Some Fundamentalist Versions

JAMES USHER, Archbishop of Armagh,

set the date of creation in the year

4004 B. C. Dr. John Lightfoot, Vice-

Chancellor of Cambridge University, "im-

proved" this dating by fixing the week of

creation for October 18th to 24th, so that

Sunday, the 25th, became the first day of

hard earned rest. But later scholars, of equal

"authority", have placed the date variously at 4710

B. C. and 5872 B. C. So, after all, the doctors

of divinity disagree and we may, without offense,

consider

Some Scientific Versions

In a rear storeroom of the American Museum of

Natural History in New York, I was one day

privileged to examine a collection of banded clays

carefully preserved with glycerine in long metal

pans. From them, Dr. Chester A. Reeds and

other scientists were reconstructing the history

of the New Jersey, New York and New England

areas at the close of the Great Ice Age, long be-

fore the coming of the white man. They already

had a complete year by year record covering thou-

sands of years, indicating a date for the melting

away of the ice sheet perhaps more than ten

thousand years ago, but so far not definitely con-

nected with modern dates. One of them, Dr. E.

Antevs, was, however, busily gathering samples of

clay from Canada for that very purpose. He was

trying to fix definite dates for the various stages

of melting and retreat of the ice sheet which

once covered nearly all Canada and much of the

northern United States.

His hopes of success rested upon a previous suc-

cess elsewhere. He had assisted Baron Gerard De

Geer, the Swedish geologist, in applying a new

method for finding the dates of retreat of the

Baltic Ice Sheet which had invaded the Scandina

vian countries, Finland and parts of Germany and

Russia. They had fixed dates as early as 11,600

B. C. and connected them definitely with our own

calendar dates.

When the long cold spell which caused

the Great Ice Age came to an end, the

edge of the ice sheet melted back as

though retreating. Here and there

along its front, pools and lakes of icy

water would form. These waters of melt-

ing would be muddy with silts and gravels.

During the warm summers, when melting

was rapid, the swift flow of waters would

carry away the finer silts, but let the

coarser gravels settle in the lake bottoms.

Like the Rings in a Tree

When the cold of winter stopped the melt-

ing, the flow of waters would slacken and

permit the finer silts to settle slowly and

form a dense layer of darker clay. Each

passing year would therefore be marked

by two alternating layers of gravel and

clay, each pair being a yearly cycle or

"varve". The principle is exactly the

same as that by which we measure the age

of a tree by the number of rings of

growth.

THE GREAT CLAY
CALENDAR

Banded Glacial

From New Haven,

Collected by Dr. E.

Clay

Conn.

Antevs

Fortunately the layers are not all alike,

but can be positively distinguished and

identified over wide areas. During an ex-

ceptionally warm summer, a deeper gravel

layer might be formed or other distinctive

variations appear. The annual deposits

in one lake can thus be identified with

'.hose in other lakes nearby and by going

from one to another, a complete series for thou-

sands of years may be worked out. In fact, they

have been traced to the very fronts of existing

glaciers in northern Sweden (where just such

layers are now being laid down each year), and

so connected with our own times.

Obviously, no layer could be formed at any

point until the ice had melted from the region.

The edge of a layer of any date, where it

touches bedrock, will therefore mark the edge of

the ice sheet at that date. By this method, the

stages of retreat of the Baltic Ice Sheet have

been carefully dated as shown on the map. The

entire record goes back some 13,500 years, long

before the Fundamentalist's date of creation.

Plenty of Years for Evolution

But more than this, the ice sheets must have re-

quired tens of thousands of years to accumulate,

lor they were probably a mile thick in places.

Furthermore, the geologic records show that there

have been many such ice invasions, separated by

periods of warmth as long or longer than our own.

So we may safely assume, for the Ice Age as a

whole, not merely tens, but hundreds of thousands

of years. . Nor is this all, for underneath the

rubbish left by the melting ice sheets, which is

really very thin upon the deep earth crust, are

records indicating an earth age of millions of

years. At least we may be satisfied that there is

no poverty of years for the slow evolution of life

upon the earth.

(In oar next issue Mr. broms will explain how

scientists measure the age of the earth from the

radio activity oj uranium and thorium.)

Retreat oj glacial ice sheet

DOES SUCCESS BREED CHILDREN?

HPHE loud wailing set up by eugenists to

the effect that people with the best

minds tend to have the fewest children,

while the most ignorant reproduce most

abundantly, ought to be toned down a

little, according to Dr. Frederick Adams

Woods, formerly professor of biology at

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

At least, he says, among college gradu-

ates who have been out of Harvard Uni-

versity for twenty-five years or more, it is

the successes who have the most children.

He took as an arbitrary measure of suc-

cess a place in Who's Who in America-

Dr. Woods found that 25.5 per cent, of

the parents with four or more children in

the class of 1894 were listed in Who's Who.
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FUNNYMENTALS
"Better wipe out all the schools than

undermine the belief in the Bible by per-

mitting the teaching of evolution."

—The Rev. John Roach Straton, D.D.,

Calvary Baptist Church, New York.

"Take the evolutionists, infidels and no-,

lull teachers out somewhere and crucify

them, head downward, and we will have

a better country to live in and, instead of

these evolution and easy way ideas, teach

people the Word of God to go by, and all

will be well."

—Correspondent of Greensboro Daily

News. Quoted by Sprading.

"Worse than an_ assassin who kills the

body is he who shatters the faith of

youth."

—Kansas City Preacher at Christian En-

deavor Convention. Denver.

"In another two years, from Maine to

California and from the Great Lakes to

the Gulf, there will be lighted in this coun-

try countless bonfires, devouring those

damnable and detestable books on evolu-

tion."

—Edivard Young Clarke of the Supreme

Kingdom quoted by The Post of Birm-

ingham, Ala.

"The doctrine of Charles Darwin, in por-

portion as it dominates the future, the

biological theory of evolution to the ex-

tent of its final acceptance, will make the

recent baptism of blood, brought on by

Nietzsche and Treitschke under the dom-

ination of that biological theory, as com-

pared with the baptism yet to come, as a

local shower to the flood that will pre-

vail over every mountain.'

—W. B. Riley, in The Theory of Evolution,

"The consensus of scholarship can go

to hell for all I care."

—Billy Sunday in sermon.

"Evolution is in no sense a science, but

is instead an irreligious philosophy of

creation and all existences, and its teach-

ing in tax-supported schools is absolutely

contrary to both the spirit and language

<>f the United States constitution and of

the several state constitutions as well; on

the ground that the Bible was banished

from the public schools because it taught

a distinct religion, so should all Chris-

tian and even all fairminded citizens now

demand that the Darwin philosophy, by

nature and constitution agnostic and athe-

istic, shall be at once and forever removed

from our tax supported schools and no

advocate of the same be permitted to

voice himself before the students upon the

same."
—From resolution adopted by Worlds

Christian Fundamentals Association at

its convention in Atlanta in 1927.

EVOLUTION IN SOUTH
CAROLINA

By Robert F. Hester

Vl/TrHIN the past few months, two

university professors have been

ousted from their positions in South Caro-

lina educational institutions because of

their pro-evolutionary leanings. One was

a Professor Pickens, of Furman Univer-

sity, Greenville, S. C, and the other Prof.

William G. Burgin, professor of sociology

at Winthrop College, Rock Hill, S. C. The
fact of chief significance in connection

with the latter was that the decision of

the college against him was at the last

unfavorably influenced by Gov. John G.

Richards of South Carolina. Both men
had enjoyed excellent records at the in-

stitutions previous to their announcements

of their evolutionary tendencies.

But this apparently weighed little with

Governor Richards. In his inaugural ad-

dress, it is reported that he made it plain

that no man or woman who did not im-

plicitly accept the story of creation as told

in Genesis should be tolerated in educa-

tional institutions supported in whole or

in part by state funds. In a statement

subsequently published in a Columbia

newspaper, he declared that "any person or

persons who are discovered to be antag-

onistic toward the Christian religion or

the Bible, either the Old Testament or the

New," would be rooted out of the schools

of the state.

The ultimate destiny of South Carolina

under such executives is rather difficult to

predict. The whole matter hinges upon

the question as to whether or not the

State"s population as a whole has or exer-

cises more brains than its chief executives.

If it has not, then its destiny may be

safely predicted— it will become, if not

the most criminal, at least the most ridi-

culous state in the American Union.

Nor is Richards the first governor of

this state who has upheld fundamentalism

and opposed even a slight tendency to the

acceptance of evolution among its teachers.

Former Gov. Cole L. Blease once advocated

the strict examination of all prospective

teachers as to their religious beliefs before

their admission into South Carolina's

schools and colleges. If their beliefs

should thus be found to be in any sense

antagonistic to the fundamentalists' creed,

he recommended in strong terms that they

should be barred from the state's educa-

tional institutions. And this same fellow

was thereafter elected to the Senate of the

United States.

So long as these conditions obtain in

South Carolina, the state can hardly de-

fend itself against the ridicule and derision

of civilization.

"Take a jackass, a hog and a skunk

and tie them together and you have a

scientific evolutionist or modernist."

—Rev. Charles F. Bluske, of Asheville,

quoted in The American Mercury.

CO-OPERATE BY CLIPPING

Readers are invited to send clippings

of news and articles that they consider

interesting, being sure to give date and

name of publication from which taken.

SHARES AVAILABLE
The Evolution Publishing Cor-

poration, organized under New York

State laws, offers its $10.00 shares

of 6% preferred stock. With every five

shares of preferred one $10.00 share of

common, voting stock will be given.

The immediate business is publish-

ing this journal, Evolution and

selling books. Later a Lyceum Bureau

for touring natural science lecturers

will be developed.

Although it is expected the business

will pay, share-holders are not invited

on the basis of making profits, but be-

cause this work is WORTH DOING.

Additional capital furnished now will

help make the circulation campaign

for Evolution magazine a success.

Checks should be made payable to

Evolution Publishing Corporation.

In remitting kindly state whether pay-

ment is made in full, or whether it

should be applied on a larger block of

stock to be held until the balance is

paid.

LET US MAIL SAMPLES TO YOUR
FRIENDS

Of course you'll show this issue of

Evolution to your friends and ask

them to subscribe. But you probably

know some who would be interested,

whom you can not visit yourself. Send

us their names and addresses and we'll

mail them sample copies.

It will cost us about five cents a

copy to send out these samples, so if

you can send along a check to help

pay for them we'll not object. How-

ever, if your bank account is minus

don't let that stop you- Send us the

names anyway and we'll raise the cash

otherwise-

WHAT'S A HUNTER WITHOUT
AMMUNITION?

A hunter without ammunition is in

the same fix as an evolutionist without

copies of Evolution. Surely YOU
don't want to remain in such a pickle.

The best way out is for you to fill

in appropriate characters on the fol-

lowing blank in a hurry.

Evolution Publishing Corp.,

96 Fifth Ave., New York City.

Send me a bundle of copies of

Evolution every month for one year.

(Rate: five or more, 50c each per year)

I enclose $

Name -

Street and

Number

City &
State
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THE MONKEY AND THE
MOVIE

By Albert J. Incalls

HOW would monkeys and apes react

to motion pictures of other monkeys

and apes? To test this point a motion

picture called "The Gorilla" was shown

recently in the monkey house of the New

York Zoo. Several scientists observed the

caged anthropoids during the show.

The monkeys virtually ignored the pic-

ture, even when the "gorilla" appeared.

But an ape, "Bessie," a half-grown female

chimpanzee, watched the entire show.

After Kohts and C. K. Ogden.

Chimpanzee Laughing

She curled herself up comfortably and

made an evening of it. Never once did

her eyes leave the screen. Her interest was

uniformly keen, but she revealed no sign

of emotion. Her eyes shone throughout,

and followed each entrance and departure

of an actor. What she thought, what the

comings and goings of the actors meant

to her, if they meant anything at all, I do

not know. But she seemed to take in the

movies just about the same as anyone

else would.

The chimpanzee's intelligence is about

on a par, in some ways, with that of a

child of four or five. The gibbon, the

orang and the gorilla are classed with the

chimpanzee, making a family called the

simians. These four apes stand closer to

the human being both in body and mind

than to the large group of primates com-

monly called monkeys, and their intelli-

gence is far above that of the monkeys.

Those interested in the mentality of

apes will find much food for thought in

Yerkes and Leonard's "Chimpanzee Intel-

ligence and Its Facial Expression"; also

in Robert Yerkes' "Almost Human" and

Professor Koehler's "Mentality of Apes."

In the March, 1927, issue of The Quar-

terly Journal of Biology (Baltimore, Md.)

there was a long article on "Anthropoid

Behavior" by Robert M. Yerkes and Mar-

garet Child. Incidentally, this article con-

tains a complete bibliography of the entire

subject of anthropoid ape behavior.

MEET OUR CARTOONIST: NATE
COLLIER

Many readers will want to know some-

thing about the artist who created the

clever cartoon on the back page of this

issue. The following, by Nate Himself,

in January Art and Life, elucidates.

My Autobiocraphy

Born at the age of sixteen one Wed-

nesday morning of the afternoon of Fri-

day, somewhere during the ides of March

in December, according to Hoyle, in the

year of the big wind about 1648, Anno

Dominoes or Before Christ, I forget which.

Graduated from Heidelberg in 1661.

Shipped on the good ship Wiffempooff,

1662. for first cruise around Cape Horn.

Assassinated by boomerang thrower in

Australia, 1663.

Collaborated with Victor Hugo in writ-

ing "Memoirs of a Goldfish," 1670.

Built Trans-Siberian Railway, 1741.

Wrote Grays Elegy in Country Church-

yard, 1750.

Discovered Kippered Herring, 1760.

Founded Society for Prevention of

Cruelty to Sardines, 1800.

Married Cleopatra, 1802.

Pitched for Giants, 1813 to 1842.

Married Carrie Nation, 1856.

Wrote Gullivers Travels, 1858.

Married Joan d' Arc, 1859.

Joined Brigham Young's Mormon In-

vasion of Utah, 1865.

Discovered North Pole, 1872.

Invented Non-skid Pancakes. 1873.

Wrote "The Love-Life of a Cheese Sand-

wich", 1880.

Emigrated to Poland, 1883, and started

Coca-Cola Rebellion.

Invented Cross Word Puzzles, 1925.

And am still apparently a young man

in my early seventies, with a long life

before me. (Signed) Nate Collier.

SCIENCE SERVICE

'T'HOSE who wish to keep in touch with,

current scientific progress throughout

the world, but who have not the time to-

read the technical publications, are recom-

mended to investigate Science Service.

This organization, founded some years ago

by the late E. W. Scripps, interprets to the

non-technical public the work which tech-

nical men are doing, but are often unable

to tell about in language which the layman

can understand.

From its office in Washington, D. C,

it mails to newspapers subscribing to its

service a daily Science News Bulletin sum-

marizing current science news. It also

furnishes a telegraphic service covering,

"spot news" of new inventions and discov-

eries, earthquakes, comets, explorations,

and so forth. A weekly feature service

also is sold to newspapers and a number

of other features covering various phases

of science.

To the individual layman, however, its-

most interesting service is the Science

News-Letter, a weekly magazine, using Sci-

ence Service newspaper feature material,

with the addition of book reviews and

other features. A full description of Sci-

ence Service features may be had by writ-

ing to that organization at B and Twenty-

first Streets, Washington, D. C.

SYNTHETIC FOOD

T}ROF. E. C C BALY of the University

of Liverpool has made up his mind

he is going to manufacture food syntheti-

cally and thus transfer the farm to the

laboratory. In his experiments he 19 try-

ing to imitate the process by which plants

turn carbon, hydrogen and oxygen into-

that chemical combination known as

sugar, and later changed for storage pur-

poses into starch.

After years of research he believes he

is approaching this secret. By suspending

finely powdered carbonate of nickel or

cobalt in water containing carbon dioxide

gas and exposing this to sunlight, sugar

is produced. While the process is not the

same as that which takes place in con-

nection with the chlorophyll in plants.

Professor Baly believes he is on the road

to discovering one of the fundamental'

secrets of nature.

After all, all life depends upon this

process. There are some animals that live

on other animals, but most of those eaten

as prey live upon plant life.

After Koehler and C. K. Ogden.

Yes— Iff Got the Bananas

ARE YOU A STREET SPEAKER?

I'll stake you to a dollar's worth of

Evolution, twenty copies, if you'll

write me right away for I know they'll

sell like hot cakes at your first meeting

Address: Katterfeld, c|o Evolution.
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CREATION, A HISTORY OF NON-
EVOLUTIONARY THEORIES. By
Edwin Tenney Brewster. Bobbs-Mer-

rill Co.: $3.50.

This is a scholarly book in the best

sense. It is careful of its facts and
presents them without prejudice. But if

by "scholarly" you mean dry and difficult,

it is anything but that.

It purports to deal with non-evolutionary

theories only, and precisely because it

does so, it fills a gap in our literature of

evolution. It gives the background for

the evolution of evolution. Heretofore

the histories have stuck much too closely

to the subject. They have told of the

pioneers of evolution from the Greeks to

Darwin, but never so clearly of the forc-

ing of the mind to accept evolution over

other theories because the facts decreed.

As you read this book and note the suc-

cessive yieldings of inadequate theories

to inexorable facts, you realize how very

significant the evolution theory is, how
well it explains, how completely the evi-

dence supports it and why the scientific

world so unreservedly accepts and uses it.

The book is most convincing.

It supplies ammunition. It enumerates

those difficult facts which the anti-evo-

lutionist can never explain. It is literally

loaded with "posers." The militant evolu-

tionist will certainly delight in it. I am
afraid he will even laugh with joy as he

reads it. He will probably tuck it under

his gun arm and start right out stalking

Fundamentalists. A. S. B.

THE OUTLINE OF MAN'S KNOWL-
EDGE. By Clement Wood. 728

Pages. Published by Lewis Copeland

Co.: $5.00.

Clement Wood, fitted for his task

by many years of study, has presented

his story in "The Outline of Man's Knowl-

edge" with the painstaking accuracy of a

scientist and the imaginative vision of a

poet. In his hands, the vast accumulated

knowledge of five million years becomes

fascinating narrative. The reader is made

the master, not of segments of unrelated

knowledge but of knowledge as an evolv-

ing and related whole, and as he reads

he comes alive in the fullest sense to the

scheme of things.

Earth began. Life arose, people devel-

oped. Over the vast scattered surface of

the globe different people rose to separate

and distinct achievements, went forward

to diverse destinies. The long reach from

tribal life and instruments of stone to the

complicated age of airplane and the hectic

ticker tape, rivals in interest one's fa-

vorite novel. The maps of Uonka Karasz

and the decorations by Louis Bromberg

decidedly increase the value of this guide

to education.

History, Philosophy, Physics, Poetry,

Drama, Painting, Sculpture, Astronomy,

Biology, Psychology, Mathematics, Soci-

ology, Literature, Architecture, Religion,

Music—the important facts that have been

learned since the beginning of history are

presented here in untechnical language that

not only everyone can understand, but can

enjoy. In perfecting the various sections.

Mr. Wood has had the advantage of sug-

gestions from, and cooperation with, the

best minds in each department. Professor

James Harvey Robinson, Meade Minnige-

rode, Gamaliel Bradford, John Sloan, Pro-

fessor John Dewey and Dr. Fagnani are

some of the names cited by Mr. Wood in

his acknowledgment.

—

Josephine Herbst.

THE BEST BOOK ON EVOLUTION

A number of readers have asked "What
is the best book on evolution for a friend

who is not a scientist?"

To all such I recommend unhesitatingly

"Evolution for John Doe," by Henshaw
Ward. It is the most interesting and con-

vincing book of which I know. Its con-

tents include:

Part One: A Description of Evolution.

1. What John Doe Thinks About Evolu-

tion.

2. The Myriad Forms of Life.

3. The Tangled Web of Life.

4. The Varied Modes of Life.

5. The Jungle of Adaptations.

6. The Struggle for Existence.

7. Variation.

8. Heredity.

9. Natural Selection.

Part Two: The Evidences of Evolution.

10. What Evidences Are.

11. Evidence from Rivalry of Scientists.

12. Evidence from the Rocks.

13. Evidence from Geographical Distribu-

tion.

14. Evidence from Classification.

15- Evidence from Artificial Selection.

16. Evidence from Structures of Animals.

17. Evidence from Embryos.

18. Evidence from Blood.

Part Three: The History of Evolution.

19. Lamarck.

20. Darwin.

21. Weismann.
22- Mendelism.

23. DeVries's Mutations.

24. How Evolution Stands Today.

25. The Fosdick Idea. L. E. K.

RECEIVED FOR REVIEW
CHARLES DARWIN: THE MAN AND
HIS WARFARE. By Henshaw Ward.
Published by Bobbs Merrill. $5.00.

THE MILLENIUM AND MEDICAL
SCIENCE. By David N. Schaffer. Pub-

lished by the Author. $2.00.

ALL SOLD OUT

Meadow's news stand, Forty-second St.

and Sixth Ave., New York, re-ordered

twice. Sold over 100 copies.

The A. A. A. A., 119 E. 14th St., N. Y.,

sold 145.

So many second orders were received

for our first issue that we haven't any

left at the office. If anyone has unsold

copies remaining, we will be very glad to

send postage for their return.

A PRAYER
O, would that evolution

Could change the convolution

Of the Fundamentalist brain;

Create a sense of humor
To replace the deadly tumor

—

That causes him such pain.

—Bob Lyle.

HERE ARE SOME GOOD BOOKS
T^VERY reader of Evolution is of

course also a reader of books. We
recommend the following in their respec-

tive fields.

The commission we receive on book
sales will help to broadcast Evolution,
but we'll share it with you.

In combination with a one year sub-

scription for Evolution at one dollar, you
may deduct $1.00 on an order of $5.00 or

more.

EVOLUTION BOOK SERVICE
96 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Send the items checked to undersigned:

MY HERESY: Bishop William Mont-
gomery Brown $2.00

WAR ON MODERN SCIENCE: May-
nard Shipley 3.00

THE HIGHER FOOLISHNESS:
David Starr Jordan 2-50

EVOLUTION FOR JOHN DOE: Hen-
shaw Ward 3.50

CIRCUS OF THE INTELLECT:
Henshaw Ward 3.50

EXPLORING THE UNIVERSE:
Henshaw Ward _ - 3.50

DARWIN. THE MAN AND HIS
WARFARE: Henshaw Ward 5.00

OUTLINE OF MAN'S KNOWL-
EDGE: Clement Wood 5.00

SCIENCE VERSUS DOGMA:
Charles T. Sprading „ 1.50

MICROBE HUNTERS: Paul de Kruif 3.50

WHY WE BEHAVE LIKE HUMAN
BEINGS: George A. Dorsey 3.50

THE NATURE OF MAN: Dorsey 1.00

MAN'S PLACE IN NATURE:
Thomas Huxley 1.15

ORIGIN OF SPECIES: Darwin. 1.40

CREATION : NON - EVOLUTION-
ARY THEORIES: Edwin Tenney
Brewster 3-50

CHIMPANZEE INTELLIGENCE:
Yerkes and Leonard 1.50

MENTALITY OF APES: Koehler _ 3.00

ALMOST HUMAN: Robert Yerkes 3.00

ORGANIC EVOLUTION: Lull 3.40

RIDDLE OF THE UNIVERSE:
Haeckel 2.50

EVOLUTION: Monthly, One Year, $1.00

(Write VERY plainly)

Amount enclosed $ - _

Name

Street

& No. ..

City &
State
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From Our Readers
"I shall not subscribe. I object to your

using such a weapon as making 'fun'."

Emily N. Wilson, New York.

"Oh, boy, what a kick it carries." J. L.

Sullivan, Ohio.

"Received sample. Thank you. I hope

to see the day when Evolution will have

one million subscribers and wish you
every success in your new venture. In-

closed please find my check for $4.00 for

six subscriptions and $1.00 for Broad-

casting Fund." David N. Schaffer, 111.

"Send me a hundred or so. Can handle
200." H. H. Stallard, Oregon.

"Just received your nice magazine Evo-
lution. To say we were delighted would
be putting it mild. I hasten to enclose

$3.00 for J. O. Beebe and two friends. I

wish you success." Mrs. J. O. Beebe, Cal.

"Evolution looks good. Here's hoping
it helps us all lose our tails." Solon De-
Leon, N. Y.

"I would feel disposed to support your
journal except that you have taken occa-

sion to make use of ridicule of fundamen-
talism and I feel that it is a pity that you
should stoop so low in work for a high

cause." C. P. Wilson, California.

"A friend loaned me Number One of

Evolution, and I found the excerpts from

our fundamentalist friends so exhilarating

that I want to subscribe. Here is the

dollar." S. H. Gage, New York.

"If you are going to keep up the ex-

cellent type of articles which appear in

this No. 1, I want it regularly. I am
enclosing my cheque for one year in ad-

vance." G. Bacon Price, California.

"Hearty congratulations on the first num-
ber of Evolution. Enclosed find $2.00-

Wish you success in this much needed
publication." Edward M. Kimble, Canada.

"We wish to congratulate you on this

splendid journal and feel sure that with

the great need there is for this type of

paper that it will quickly become a leader

among the liberal press in fighting the

shams and hypocrisy of fundamentalism."

Zachariah Wingate, Missouri.

"I'm delighted with it." H. J. Stuart,

Alabama.

"The magazine is good and is bound to

have a large circulation. Send us 350

copies as sample copies to our agents.

We are sure they will get a number of

subscriptions." Martin M. Attila, Wis.

"I hope you will not only defend evolu-

tion but counter attack those that are

assailing it." Homer H. Wakefield, N. Y.

"The journal will certainly fill a long

felt want. I trust it will not be too bla-

tant. If the editorial "Our Policy" is

adhered to, it will not. The front page is

'great ." Franklin C. Smith, New Jersey.

"I think this is a most unfortunate pub-

lication from the standpoint of those who
are primarily interested in disseminating

trustworthy information about evolution

in a form calculated to win adherence

rather than stimulate antagonism.

"I am not alone in this feeling for I

have received both letters and telephone

calls asking whether I have seen your

publication and expressing disgust with

it." C. Stuart Cager, New York.

"I have just received the first number
tf your paper, Evolution, and am very

greatly pleased with it. I should like to

give it a good notice in the next num-
ber of the Quarterly Review of Biology.

Will you not be willing to let me repro-

duce in this review the cartoon on page 9

of your first issue." Raymond Pearl, Md.

"Best wishes. Well started. Should reach

everybody because everybody needs it. En-

closed $1.00." Dr. Nicholas A. Karpoty,

California.

"I want no discount. I am anxious for

your journal to succeed. I'm sending you
separately my own plea for science: 'Bible

in the Public Schools'." M. Mark, Indiana.

'"One of my friends sent me your maga-
zine Evolution and I am highly elated

with its policy and inclose my dollar."

Henry Gerber, New York.

"I like your magazine very much. The
first number is quite striking." Adeline F.

Schively, New Mexico.

"Best wishes for your success. It's a

good thing. Enclosed $2.00." Marcus
Dezee, New York.

"Kindly send twenty copies of EvOLU-
. TION every month. We will boost your

publication as much as possible, as our

labor organizations are also interested in

spreading the evolution idea." Max Hahne,

Naturfreunde, New York.

"I wish that you send me 20 more. The
first 20 were sold faster than I thought."

J. Berger, Wisconsin.

"I wish you all success in your work
against obscurantism. It requires uncom-
promising and fearless fighting all along

the line." James F. Morton, New Jersey.

"Mighty glad to have a copy of Evolu-
tion. I read it through last night and like

it fine. You ought to have a million

readers, and I predict you will get them, as

the magaine has a popular appeal and is

needed." Guy Lockwood, Michigan.

"As a hobo who is more or less literate

I have come across your delectable maga-
zine. It literally knocks the metaphysi-

cal props from under our fundamentalists.

Go to it old boy, and construct a real scien-

tific, and yet sarcastic and humorous clas-

sic. Watch the sky-pilots jump at your

venture. But let them gyrate and howl.

You are destined to acquire a vast audi-

ence. Wish you luck." Daniel F. O'Brien,

New York.

WHAT OF IT?
I see no use evading

The charge of monkey blood;

Is it less degrading

To say we sprang from MUD?
—Bob Lyle.

"The first issue, in the light of what it

is attempting to do, is excellent. I only

hope it will reach the fundamentalists, but

more than that, will reach many of those

still on the fence and convert them to

the evolutionary point of view." V. F.

Calverton, Maryland.

"I like your little periodical. Your line-

up of contributors suits me immensely. En-

close check for $3.75." Herbert English,

California.

"Your first number pleases me very

much. You have started a publication of

a kind which has seemed very greatly

needed. I wish very deeply for the suc-

cess of vour undertaking. Enclose check

for $5.00." A. H. Candee, New York.

"Send me ten more copies. I'll put Evo-

lution in my rack alongside 'True Story'

and give my customers an opportunity to

practice natural selection." Ben Bavly,

Michigan.

"You have a galaxy of contributors

whose writings all thinking people should

read." J. Arthur Eddy, Colorado.

"The magazine is small, but contains

more worthwhile reading matter than

many another magazine four times as large.

The undertaking is wise and timely and
I firmly believe that this journal will

soon be a real menace to the fundamen-
talist movement. It deserves the support

of every freethinking man and woman." J.

Koenig, New Jersey.

"I enclose check for twenty subscrip-

tions to Evolution to be sent to my ad-

dress. I don't want my name mentioned.

The copies subscribed for will be sold at

the Unitarian Church here." A friend

from California.

"Despicable. Obscene. Unspeakably

vile. It ought to be suppressed." A lady

who called at our office but refused to

tell her name.

"The magazine is well balanced and

covers many angles of the question. The
cover is calculated to infuriate the rabid

apostles of fundamentalism It is an ex-

cellent photo of a male gorilla and bears

the scientifically correct caption, 'Man's

Blood Cousin—The Gorilla.' Such a

magazine certainly deserves broad support

from those who perceive the growing men-

ace of legislation placed upon the statute

books by the ignoramuses of the bible

belt." H. M. Wicks, in The Daily Worker,

New York.

"I must refuse to write for a publica-

tion with such a provocative title as Evo-

lution." (In interview) Ben C. Gruen-

berg, New York.

"Good for you, old scout. Count me
in." Bruce Rogers, New York.
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Honor Roll
' I " HE following friends consti.ute the Evolution Honor Rou for this month, having

paid for the number of subscriptions indicated since last report. If the splendid

example set by these friends of academic freedom Is followed generally by our readers

Evolution will soon be a power in the land. Will you join this goodly band by send-

ing in at least three new subscribers THIS month?

34 H. F. Mins, N. Y.

15 David N. Schaffer, 111.

10 Thad. Radwansky, N.Y.

8 Edson S. Bastin, 111.

7 Hans Mayer, N. Y.

7 A. Semler, Oreg.

6 Jesse Lee Bennett, Md.
6 Minnie Newcombe.Del.

6 W. R. Green, Tenn.

6 Joseph Lang, Pa.

5 Caroline Drew, Pa.

5 Mae Rosenblatt, N. Y.

5 H. R. Martinson, N.D.

5 W. Mollenhauer, Mich.

5 A. D. McNair, Ark.

5 Wm. W. Twiss, Mich.

5 A. H. Candee, N. Y.

5 John B. Henck, Calif.

5 Bert Russell, Calif.

5 Richard Steel, N. Y.

5 Chas. Richmond, D. C.

5 L. H. Baekeland, N. Y.

4 Frank Hart, Pa.

3 Mrs. J. O. Beebe, Cal.

3 F. Dellenbaugh, N. Y.

3 Mamer Cook, N. D.

3 A. L. Goldwater, N.Y.

3 Mary Mendelson, Pa.

3 Sarah Victor, Mich.

3 Marcus Dezee, N. Y.

3 Shatter Howard, Cal.

3 L. W. Rogers, 111.

3 T. Andonoff. Mich.

3 Wm. B. Gester, Cal.

3 W. C. Schoelkopf, Cal.

3 F. P. Johnson, Ore.

EVOLUTION BROADCASTING FUND

TT ERE are the EVOLUTION BROADCASTERS for this month. Each one of these

supporters has contributed to our Broadcastine Fund. This made possible the

sending of several thousand samples of our first issue to prospective readers.

Every month we want to broadcast at least 5,000 copies to secure new readers. It

costs about 5 cents a copy to do this. Since Evolution has very little capital, we ask

our friends to help with this work. Samples will be mailed to at least twenty addresses

for every dollar received for our Broadcasting Fund.

J. O. Beebe, Calif.

John B. Henck, Calif.

Henshaw Ward, Conn.

Geo. Welby Van Pelt, D.C.

David N. Schaffer, 111.

Jesse Lee Bennett, Md.
Coralie Haman, Md.
Gus. Hahn, Nebr.

E. T. Brewster, Mass.

Franklin C. Smith. N. J.

L. H. Baekeland, N. Y.

F. A. Barnes, N. Y.

A. H. Candee, N. Y.

Harry Davis, N. Y.

J. Davis, N? Y.

A. G. Goldman, N. Y.

Julius Hammer, N. Y.

J. W. Hodge, N. Y.

A. Kadish, N. Y.

Wm. Waks, N. Y.

Ella G. Brown, Ohio

Wm. M. Brown, Ohio

G- M. Morris, Ohio

Wm. G. Schultz, Ohio

John M. Johnson, Oreg.

Albert Schneider, Oreg.

Frank Hart, Penna.

HEALTH FOOD ?&*£*
Food for every meal and for every

ailing person, has stood public test
iS years
MACERATED (whole) WHEAT Com-

bination—fruit, nuts, etc., no drugs.
Tasty, ready to eat, banishes con-

itiiiation at once restoring normal
health. Incomparable for women in
delicate condition.
Send dollar money or check for week's

Supply on Money Back Guarantee.

BYRON TYLER (Est. 1S99)

27 Gibraltar Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Harry Hibschman, ll.d.

Lecturer and Writer

Available for Lectures and Debates on
EVOLUTION

and kindred subjects. Recently broad-
cast a series of debates over WEAF
and other stations ; formerly practiced
law on the Pacific Coast; but since
l!»17 has devoted his time exclusively

to the platform and pen.

Address care of EVOLUTION,
96 Fifth Ave.. New York City.

Science League of America
For Freedom in Science Teaching

Every sympathizer invited to join.

Fee: Annual, $3; Life, $25
Write for pamphlet.

509 Gillette Bldg., San Francisco.

First Annual

EVOLUTION DINNER
New York

Friday Eve, February 10

Details in Next Issue

AMERICAN ANTI-BIBLE SOCIETY
119 East 14th Street, New York City

Send for statement of aims and catalog of books.
Membership fee $1.00 a year.

The OUTLINE of

MAN'S
KNOWLEDGE

HISTORY
RELIGION
SCIENCE-

S'

ART
LITERATURE
PHILOSOPHY

CLEMENT WOOD

THOUSANDS of people,

eager for wider, deeper
culture, are reading this

remarkable book that in-

cludes all the outlines In one.

This volume of only 700 pages •

contains the comprehensive
understanding of human
achievement which a well-

planned college course ought
to give. Read what the press
and eminent crtics say

—

Philadelphia Public Ledger:
Sincere, sound and straightfor-
ward. Humanizes knowledge
without sentimental concessions.
It is a work that any reader
with a good background of gen-
eral culture can read with real
interest and appreciatiou. And
for all the millions of Ameri-
cans who hardly ever read a
book. Mr. Wood's "Outline of
Man's Knowledge" would seem
to be THE book to read and
know.

Minneapolis Star:
If you have no library, put the
"Outline of Man's Knowledge"
upon the mantle shelf and you
have a very considerable one.
Clement Wood, biographer, his-

torian, poet and scientist, has
condensed more knowledge into
one single volume in his "Out-
line of Man's Knowledge" than
one can find in any book within
our recollection. And he has
written with a sense of propor-
tion and an accuracy which
makes his illuminating volume
the best book for self education
available anywhere.

Zona Gale:
I welcome this book as a key to

unlock the world to itself. It is

freshly and powerfully pro-
jected

"The Outline of

Man's Knowledge"
is a story to read with ex-

citement, re-read with bene-

fit, and keep for constant
inspiring reference.

Fourth Printing $5.00. At all Bookstores

Lewis Copeland Company, inc.

119 West 57th Street. N. Y.

SOMETIMES
it seems to me

TOIL might much better be
directed to

NEW DAYS OF BRIGHTER
CHEER

AND certainly I do
hereby wish unto you
THE HAPPIEST
NEW YEAR!

BERT RUSSELL
Patent Attorney

B34 Merchants National Bank Bldg.

Los Angeles, Calif.
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CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS ISSUE

THOU SHALT NOT
growled some old mossback in the trees, when
our most venturesome ancestor first tried to

stand on his hind legs and raise his gaze toward

the stars.

Thou shalt not eat of the tree of knowledge

has been the command of fundamentalism down

all the ages. Thou Shalt Not—to Newton weigh-

ing worlds,—to Copernicus measuring universes.

Thou Shalt Not—to Galileo,—to Harvey,—to

Darwin deciphering the book of nature with in-

finite care.

And Thou Shalt Not is the fundamentalist

command today to every earnest student, to every

courageous teacher of facts. Militant and ramp-

ant, fundamentalism wants to make this

THE LAW OF THE LAND

as it is already in Mississippi and Tennessee.

Had science in the past obeyed the funda

JESSE LEE BENNETT: Editor The Modem
World; Author of "Frontiers of Knowledge"

EDWIN TENNEY BREWSTER: Author of "Crea-

tion, a History of Non-evolutionary Theories."

ALLAN STRONG BROMS: Formerly Science Lec-

turer of Twin Cities Workers University Society.

GEORGE A. DORSEY: Author of "Why We Be-

have Like Human Beings" and "The Nature of

Man."

ALEXANDER GOLDENWEISER: Editorial Staff,

"Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences."

ROBERT HESTER: Associate editor of The Truth

Seeker.

HARRY HIBSCHMAN: Lawyer, Lecturer and

Writer.

ALBERT J. INGALLS: Associate editor of The

Scientific American.

DAVID STARR JORDAN: President Emeritus Le-

Iand Stanford University. Author "The Higher

Foolishness."

MAYNARD SHIPLEY: President, Science League

of America; Author of "War on Modern
Science."

BERNARD J. STERN: Department of Sociology,

University of Washington. Author "Social Fac-

tors in Medical Progress."

mentalist command, the pall of the Dark Ages

would still smother the world and modern civil-

ization woidd have remained a dream undreamt.

Neither shall we tamely submit to the menace
of fundamentalism today.

Evolution has been established to take up
this challenge of superstition and bigotry and
boldly raise the slogan of science

THOU SHALT
eat of the tree of knowledge. Let our youth be

taught to face the facts, ALL the facts, that sci-

ence has discovered, unashamed and unafraid.

Let them be trained to transmit the facts of sci-

ence to posterity in ever increasing measure.

Your co-operation in this effort is invited. Put

your name and address on the convenient blank

below and if possible add a couple of others.

Evolution Publishing Corporation, 96 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

For the enclosed $ send Evolution for one year to:

< Single subscription, Jl. To three addresses, $2.)

Name Street and Number City and State

(If you don't want to tear cover, any old sheet of paper will do.)
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MULTIBINDER
ZZZZI Syracuse, N. Y. ;

^^^— Stockton, Calif. ;
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